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Abstract
In this paper we have compared Time-of-Flight cameras of different vendors at object-camera distances of
500 mm, 1500 mm and 2500 mm. The aim was to find the highest possible precision at the distance of 500 mm,
to estimate the change of the accuracy depending on scene-reflectivity and working distance and to investigate
the possibility to use the cameras as per-pixel sub-centimeter accurate measuring devices. To this end, we have
evaluated the variation of the distance measurement noise over several distances as well as the minimum noise
we could achieve with each camera. As the amplitude-dependent distance error may become significantly large,
we also tried to quantify it in order to estimate if it can be reduced to fulfill given accuracy requirements. We compared a Camcube3 from PMD Technologies, a Swissranger4000 from MESA Imaging and a C70E from Fotonic.
All cameras showed different behaviors in terms of temporal noise, variation of noise and amplitude dependency.
The Camcube showed the strongest amplitude dependent effects. The minimum standard deviations at 500 mm
distance were at 4.8 mm for the Camcube, 1.6 mm for the Swissranger and 0.9 mm for the C70E.

1. Introduction
Time-of-Flight (ToF) cameras offer a convenient way to acquire 3-D-data for realtime processing purposes [KBKL10].
Commercial products are available from several manufacturers, each implementing the range sensing technology in
different ways [Lan00, OLK∗ 04]. While there are different
realtime-capable range sensing modalities available at comparable and lower prices, ToF offers the advantage of easily
combining several sensors in one setup using different modulation frequencies of the reference signal.
For all ToF-sensors available on the market, the cornerstones of the cameras are the same: all cameras work with an
active illumination unit which emits light at wavelengths of
ca. 800 nm. The optical signal is modulated with frequencies
of about 20 − 40 MHz. The reflected signal is sampled on
the ToF-chip and by demodulation the per-pixel phase shift
with respect to the reference signal is detected. This principle is well known and published in literature [OLK∗ 04]. As
ToF cameras are often claimed to be very accurate range imagers, a high quality of the distance data is expected from
these sensors in general. The better the accuracy and prec The Eurographics Association 2011.
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cision of the sensor is expected, the more hardware related
effects, which impair the theoretical optimal measurement,
become obvious and cannot be neglected. The most significant effects that affect the quality of the measured range data
are

(a) Camcube3

(b) Swissranger4000

(c) C70E

Figure 1: Amplitude-dependent measurement deviations for
the tested cameras at 500 mm. The mean error in the darkest regions are from left to right: 41.8 mm (a), 4.4 mm (b),
9.2 mm (c). The four intensity levels in each image correspond to 0%, 30%, 60% and 100% white-level (see text for
explanation). For the visual representation outliers where reduced by a 3 × 3 median filter.
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• a per-pixel fixed pattern noise offset of the chip
• the amplitude-dependency of the distances [LK07]
• the so-called ’wiggling’ effect (which is due to imperfect
shapes of the reference light signal)
• the temperature-dependency and other drift-effects of the
sensor
• the dependency of the precision of the sensor on the amplitude of the received signal.
In addition, due to the high dynamic range of the received
amplitude data and the limited resolution of the sensor, oversaturation and high noise due to weak signal strength may
occur even within the same recorded frame. This property
makes operating ToF-cameras even more complex, as the
devices must be adjusted constantly in terms of integration
time in order to produce reliable data. Calibration and correction procedures for most of these effects have been published in literature [LK07], yet the provided results mostly
cover the whole measurement range of the cameras (5 m for
30 MHz, 7.5 m for 20 MHz modulation frequency) and are
neglecting close-range applications with distances < 1 m.
As long as the sensors are only used for rough estimation
of 3-D positions in space, most of the stated effects can be
neglected. For detection of hand gestures or body pose estimations as input modality for interaction with a computer
program a perfectly accurate surface model of the hand or
the body will most likely be not of high importance. Fitting of skeleton models and estimating the motion of these
is not a trivial task either, but the precision of the data does
not need to be as high. If the sensors are meant to be used
as 3-D acquisition devices which should deliver accurate 3D surface models of the scene that is imaged, all the above
mentioned problems must be addressed. Close-range highaccuracy applications of ToF-cameras have been proposed in
the past and are still subject to research [PHS∗ 09, SSBH11].
The details how the manufacturers solve particular problems in reference signal generation and ToF-chip based hardware related problems are undisclosed to the user of a ToFcamera. From experience one can say that different approaches are implemented by each manufacturer which exhibit different influence and side-effects on the data. Many
of these effects have been addressed by the community both
by theoretic explanation as well as experiments [SJ09]. Approaches for reduction of the amplitude-related distance error and the ’wiggling’ have been proposed [LK07, KRI06].
Studies were mostly made using one specific camera and investigating the errors of that device in much detail. A comprehensive overview that compares a set of contemporary
ToF-cameras and their properties regarding high accuracy
(i.e. sub-centimeter) measurements is not available so far.
A thorough evaluation of the long-term-stability of the
investigated cameras is out of the scope of this work. In
the past, ToF cameras tended to show global shifts in
their distance measurements of up to several centimeters.
For a rigidly mounted set of pre-calibrated cameras with

known extrinsic positions this requires the system to be recalibrated very often. Nevertheless, this effect is negligible
if a single camera is used and the environment can be controlled well enough to reduce the drift to a minimum. Even
though ToF-cameras can measure distances of up to 7 m,
we restrict ourselves to distances of maximal 2.5 m, as for
larger distances the accuracy we want to achieve will most
likely be not achievable anymore. The mentioned "wiggling"
effect has not been investigated as well. The wiggling will
have most influence for images with a large range of distance values. It will not affect the accuracy of objects significantly, if they are measured at a common distance with no
large variations within the distances of the dataset. To come
up with an accurate and stable ToF 3-D measuring device
the neglected effects of course must be taken into account as
well. Yet both of them influence the measurement more on
a macro-level that can be ignored when determining the best
precision and relative accuracy of the acquired data. As a
last restriction, moving objects where not investigated. One
of the main strengths of the modality of course is the ability
to measure dynamic scenes. In order to find the absolute limits of accuracy the cameras can deliver, dynamic properties
where not evaluated.
In this work we provide a quantitative evaluation of the
precision and relative accuracy achievable with three ToFcameras from different vendors and quantify those effects
that have a strong influence on the measurement accuracy
for objects within common distance ranges. A similar comparison was conducted by [AHK05], yet in that case different cameras where evaluated and the main interest was not
on close-range applications but an overall characterization of
the acquired data. For accurate close-range measurement devices, precisions of 1 mm are preferable. We want to evaluate
the capability of the cameras to reach this accuracy without
further post processing. Additional filtering would certainly
improve the result, but the quality of the filtered data will
still be guided by the raw input. Thus an evaluation of the
sensor output will provide a good starting point when estimating what accuracy can be reached after processing.

2. Methods
The accuracy of ToF-sensors is mainly guided by the noise
of the distance measurements which depends on the amplitude of the received signal at the ToF-chip. The relation
between amplitude and standard deviation of distances of
a ToF-sensor is well known and has been investigated earlier [FPR∗ 09]. When trying to find the upper limit for the
reachable accuracy of a ToF-sensor, the optimal camera parameters must be determined first. For a given distance and
reflectivity of an object, the amplitude can be steered by
changing the time used to sample the reference signal on the
ToF-chip. This so-called integration- or shutter-time can be
changed individually for any ToF-camera. Common values
for integration times lie within 0.1 ms and 25 ms, the disc The Eurographics Association 2011.
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cretization of the parameter is between 0.001 ms and 0.1 ms.
Adjusting the integration time of a ToF-camera means finding a trade-off between the lowest possible noise and the
least saturation of the sensor. While lower noise will provide more precise and accurate results, saturation will make
reconstruction of the phase of the received signal impossible
and render distance computations for these pixels invalid.
For our study, we identified three working distances for
which high accuracy measurements might be preferable:
500 mm, 1500 mm and 2500 mm. At the maximum distance of 2500 mm the complete body of a standing human is visible with most ToF-cameras and thus applications
like full-body tracking can be implemented. The minimum
working distance we identified at 500 mm, where a reasonable field of view can be covered and objects like hands
or feet can be captured and tracked. This distance might
be attractive both for interactive applications with a ToFcamera as input modality as well as for accurate scanning
of small objects. When incorporating several cameras, even
moving objects could be imaged and reconstructed. As a
third distance for evaluation we used a working distance
of 1500 mm, where the torso of a human will be well visible. This distance can be used for medical purposes like patient positioning and respiratory motion gating and management [PSHK08, SPH08, BBHRss].
2.1. Variation of Noise
For the proposed working distances and a set of different reflectivities, a large range of amplitude values can expected
to be obtained when setting the integration time to a fixed
value. Determination of the smallest standard deviation can
only be done using a reference object with one certain reflectivity. For lower amplitude values acquired from objects with
less reflectivity at the same distance a higher standard deviation of the distances will result. Yet this does not imply that
the standard deviation of the distances is merely dependent
on the measured amplitude value. We first investigate the
variation of the distance noise depending on the reflectivity
of the scene and the distances towards the objects. Evaluation was done by recording a set of different reference reflectivities where the integration time of the camera was adapted
such that amplitude values within the same range where generated for all sequences. These recordings where done for 10
reflectivities at the three defined working distances.
2.2. Minimum Noise of Cameras
After investigation of the variation of the noise over the
working distances and different reflectivities, the minimum
reachable noise level for each camera was determined at the
closest distance of 500 mm. The determined minimum noise
is only valid for amplitude values which fall in the range of
the amplitude values which where acquired when evaluating
the noise. In real-world applications of ToF-devices, homogeneous amplitude images with values which are within the
c The Eurographics Association 2011.

(a) Camcube3

(b) Swissranger4000

(c) C70E

Figure 2: Time-of-Flight cameras evaluated in our study.

optimal range cannot be expected. Thus it is not only important to detect the upper accuracy limit but also to estimate
the trend of the noise for decreasing amplitudes. For applications which acquire images with a wide range of amplitude values the stability of the noise over amplitude values
becomes more and more important. If the captured objects
can be steered to always show similar reflectivities, most accurate results can be expected.

2.3. Amplitude Dependency of Measurements
Besides the distance noise of the ToF camera, the second
main effect that is limiting the sensor as an accurate 3-D
acquisition device is the amplitude dependency of the distance measurements. In a final step, the relative change of
the distance measurements due to changes in the reflectivity has been quantified. Correction approaches to this effect
have been published in more detail by [LSKK10]. In this
work we focus on the quantization of the raw effect of the
different cameras. The actual correction of the error is not
addressed here.

3. Experiments and Results
For this study a set of three ToF cameras was evaluated:
A Camcube3 from PMD Technologies, a Swissranger4000
from MESA Imaging and a C70E from Fotonic (see Fig.
2). All three cameras have unique characteristics. The Camcube3 is the only device that allows an individual placement
of the illumination units, which makes it more flexible when
integrating it into special setups. The Swissranger4000 features an optical feedback of the reference signal to reduce
the signal drift to a minimum and the C70E uses a laser and
an optical grating for illumination of the scene. The C70E
lies within laser class 1 with and within laser class 3B without the grating, where the grating is necessary to ensure a
homogeneous illumination of the complete scene. In addition, every camera uses a different ToF-chip for acquisition
and demodulation of the signal. The one common parameter
is the illumination wavelength which is in the near-infrared
range for every camera (800 nm). A list of selected camera
features is given in Table 2 at the end of the paper.
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Figure 3: Constancy of noise of the evaluated cameras for fixed amplitude values. On the left, the actually used integration
times are shown. In the middle, the mean amplitude value as well as the amplitude standard deviation is shown, on the right
the standard deviation for changing reflectivities and distances can be seen. The amplitude values in the middle are given in %
of a saturation value that was determined for each camera individually. The evaluation was done for a subset of central pixels
which showed approximately the same amplitudes. The error bars on the right denote the standard deviation of the noise for the
evaluated pixels.
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3.1. Variation of Noise
For evaluation of the variation of noise for a given amplitude value a set of 10 different reflectivities was tested. On
a laser-printer 10 different levels of gray where printed. The
levels are described in percent of brightness, 0% denotes a
completely black print, 50% gray and 100% a completely
white paper. The aim was to get a set of different reflectivities which can be distinguished by the ToF-camera. In the
remainder of this work we will refer to the different printoutintensities as "white-levels", where 100% is the raw white
paper. For each camera, a reference amplitude value was defined by acquiring the 0% white-level (black) from the farthest distance and setting integration time to the maximum
possible before saturation occurred within the black region.
For the Swissranger4000 and the C70E this resulted in the
maximum possible integration time (25.8 ms and 40 ms respectively), for the Camcube3 a integration time of 15.5 ms
was chosen. For every camera thus a reference amplitude
value was determined which was used throughout the evaluation of the variation of the noise (see Fig. 3, middle column). As the numerical amplitude values of the individual
ToF cameras do not correspond to a common unit and the
optical power of the different cameras is not the same as
well, a direct comparison of the determined amplitude reference values is not possible. To come up with a comparability of the amplitudes, we determined for each camera a
numerical saturation value empirically and scaled the values
in percentage to this value. By looking at the levels of saturation it also becomes obvious that the noise levels from
this evaluation cannot be compared between the single cameras. The results of the evaluation are shown in Figure 3. For
the evaluation of the variation of noise it was necessary to
retain the reference amplitude value also for highest amplitude values (100% white-level at the closest distance). For
the Swissranger4000 the lowest possible integration time of
0.3 ms did not suffice to show amplitudes at the reference
level, that is why the samples are missing in Figures 3(e)
and 3(f). For the C70E, the integration time at 500 mm for
100% was reduced to 0.4 ms, for the Camcube3 a integration
time of 0.117 ms was used. While the noise is quite constant
for a common distance with varying reflectivities, all cameras measured more precisely for closer distances. The only
camera that showed a dependency of the noise for different
reflectivities was the C70E at the two longer distances.

3.2. Minimum Noise
The accuracy of the sensors were evaluated at the closest
distance of 500 mm. For the 100% pattern the integration
time was increased to the highest reasonable value where
not yet saturation occurred. For the Camcube3 this value
was 0.1 ms, for the C70E 4 ms and for the Swissranger4000
1.3 ms. The pixel-wise temporal standard deviation of the
acquired data was evaluated for a large region of interest
which covered more than 5000 pixels. The results of this
c The Eurographics Association 2011.
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integration time
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Camcube3
4.8 mm
0.1 ms

SR4000
1.6 mm
1.3 ms

C70E
0.9 mm
4.0 ms

Table 1: Standard deviation at 500 mm for 100% white-level.

evaluation are given in Fig. 4 and Table 1. In addition to
the minimum noise that could be measured, we acquired all
reflectivity patterns from the noise variation evaluation with
the fixed integration time to estimate the stability of the noise
when acquiring objects with heterogeneous reflectivity.
3.3. Amplitude Dependency
For investigation of the amplitude dependent distance deviation a calibration was done [Zha00] and a per-pixel fixed
pattern offset was computed. After computation of the intrinsic parameters the normalized projection vectors vi for
each pixel i of the cameras were computed. The world coordinate ci corresponding to the measured distance value di is
computed as
ci = di vi .

(1)

The camera was set up to face a flat wall at the respective
working distance. The integration time was adjusted to maximize the quality of the acquisitions and a reference frame
(averaged over 50 datasets) was recorded. Assuming the
cameras focal point o at the origin of the coordinate system, the position of the wall can be described by a plane P.
The position of P is defined by its normal n and a reference
point p. For any pixel i, the intersection Ii between vi and P
computes as
Ii = −vi

nT p
nT vi

(2)

and the distance between o and Ii is the expected ground
truth radial distance that should be measured by the ToFsensor. Due to the effects that where stated in this paper the
measured point ci will deviate from the expected value Ii .
The remaining offset
ei = kIi − ci k2

(3)

was computed for all pixels using the measurements from
the averaged reference acquisition. In this way a flat measurement of the wall can be assured and relative distance errors which come from changes in the amplitude values can
be investigated. A 2-D sketch of the computation of ei is
given in Figure 5.
To obtain the ground truth position of the wall relative
to the camera, checkerboard patterns where attached and
the cross-section points where extracted. For each distance,
13 - 19 images of the checkerboard were recorded. The
squares of the pattern were of size 160 mm × 160 mm for
the longest distance, 80 mm × 80 mm for the middle and
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not comparable between the cameras. For (d) the amplitudes have been normalized to the value at the minimum noise (100%
white-level).
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plane position and orientation, the final plane P was set to
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computed for each camera at each distance.
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Figure 5: Computation of distance offset ei .

40 mm × 40 mm for the closest distance of 500 mm. For every recording j the corresponding plane Pj with n j and p j
was extracted using the known intrinsic parameters of the
camera and the estimation of the homographies as proposed
in [Zha99]. As the pattern was only moved within the plane
of the wall, the angles between any pair of normal vectors

For evaluation of the amplitude-dependent distance errors, papers with four different white-levels where attached
to the wall, sequences of 50 frames were averaged and the
datasets where calibrated using the projection vectors vi and
offset corrections ei (results see Fig. 1). For each white-level,
a subset of pixels with similar amplitudes was chosen and the
distance
ξi = k(ci − ei vi ) − Ii k2

(4)

was computed for all these pixels. The actual distance errors which are shown in Fig. 6, are the mean values of all
ξi computed for one specific subset. Each point accounts for
100 − 1000 pixels. Due to the inhomogeneous illumination
of the cameras, the computed offset corrections ei do not
c The Eurographics Association 2011.
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Figure 6: Relative amplitude dependency. The error bars denote the mean standard deviation of all pixels contributing to the
point. The standard deviation of ξi over all pixels contributing to one point is approximately half of the distance standard
deviation. Amplitude changes were scaled to % of the previously determined saturation values (see Fig. 3).

only correspond to single pixels but also to specific amplitude values. As a consequence, the results are given depending on the relative change of the amplitude values (see x-axis
of Fig. 6). All three cameras have in common that for lower
amplitudes the measurement error increases, but the shape
and the magnitude of the error differ. While for the Swissranger4000 the maximum error is still below 10 mm, for
the other cameras it increases up to 30 mm and more. Please
note that the Swissranger4000 and the C70E show smaller
errors in the close range while the Camcube3 exhibits the
strongest effects in this distance.
4. Conclusion and Outlook
Time-of-Flight cameras show different systematic behavior
depending on what hardware components are used. We have
c The Eurographics Association 2011.

compared three cameras from different vendors and investigated the capability of these sensors to be used as accurate
close-range 3-D sensing devices. All cameras measure more
precisely at smaller distances, even if the amplitude of the
received signal remains the same. In order to achieve accurate measurements, applications using this modality should
use short working distances. A dependency of the measured
distances on the signal amplitude is evident, but the error
differs for all cameras in magnitude and shape. To achieve
accurate range-measurements with ToF-cameras, the cameras need to be calibrated specifically for the expected amplitude range and the recorded objects should exhibit a homogeneous reflectivity. In this case, sub-centimeter accuracy is
possible with all cameras. With increasing differences of amplitude values within one acquisition, a correction of the am-
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lateral resolution [pixels]
modulation frequency
maximum distance
illumination wavelength
illumination type
connection to PC
integration time range
integration time discretization
solid angle (central pixel)
pixel discretization (at 500 mm)
field of view horizontal
field of view vertical

Camcube3
200 × 200
20 MHz
7.5 m
820 nm
LED
USB
0.011 ms − 21 ms
0.001 ms
0.2◦
1.7 mm
39.8◦
39.6◦

Swissranger4000
176 × 144
30 MHz
5m
850 nm
LED
Ethernet
0.3 ms − 25.8 ms
0.1 ms
0.22◦
1.9 mm
40.6◦
33.0◦

C70E
160 × 120
44 MHz
3.4 m
808 nm
laser
Ethernet
0.1 ms − 40 ms
0.1 ms
0.38◦
3.3 mm
60.5◦
45.5◦

Table 2: Overview of the evaluated Time-of-Flight cameras

plitude related error becomes necessary for all cameras. An
evaluation of the amplitude-dependent error in close-range
and with such high accuracy has not been performed before.
Post-processing of the data like denoising and application
of dedicated calibration models which reduce the amplitude
dependency might help to improve the accuracy even further.
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